Hepatic entrapment of esterified cholesterol drives continual expansion of whole body sterol pool in lysosomal acid lipase-deficient mice
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Aqul A, Lopez AM, Posey KS, Taylor AM, Repa JJ, Burns DK, Turley SD. Hepatic entrapment of esterified cholesterol drives continual expansion of whole body sterol pool in lysosomal acid lipase-deficient mice. Am J Physiol Gastrointest Liver Physiol 307: G836–G847, 2014. First published August 21, 2014; doi:10.1152/ajpgi.00243.2014.—Cholesteryl ester storage disease (CESD) results from loss-of-function mutations in LIPA, the gene that encodes lysosomal acid lipase (LAL). Hepatomegaly and deposition of esterified cholesterol (EC) in multiple organs ensue. The present studies quantitated rates of synthesis, absorption, and disposition of cholesterol, and whole body cholesterol pool size in a mouse model of CESD. In 50-day-old lat−/− and matching lat+/+ mice fed a low-cholesterol diet, whole animal cholesterol content equalized 210 and 50 mg, respectively, indicating that since birth the lat−/− mice sequestered cholesterol at an average rate of 3.2 mg·day−1·animal−1. The proportion of the body sterol pool contained in the liver of the lat−/− mice was 64 vs. 63% in their lat+/+ controls. EC concentrations in the liver, spleen, small intestine, and lungs of the lat−/− mice were elevated 100-, 35-, 15-, and 6-fold, respectively. In the lat−/− mice, whole liver cholesterol synthesis increased 10.2-fold, resulting in a 3.2-fold greater rate of whole animal sterol synthesis compared with their lat+/+ controls. The rate of cholesterol synthesis in the lat−/− mice exceeded that in the lat+/+ controls by 3.7 mg·day−1·animal−1. Fractional cholesterol absorption and fecal bile acid excretion were unchanged in the lat−/− mice, but their rate of neutral sterol excretion was 59% higher than in their lat+/+ controls. Thus, in this model, the continual expansion of the body sterol pool is driven by the synthesis of excess cholesterol, primarily in the liver. Despite the severity of their disease, the median life span of the lat−/− mice was 355 days.
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Mutations in any of these three proteins cause profound changes in intracellular cholesterol homeostasis that lead to cell dysfunction and death. Niemann-Pick C disease is typically characterized by elevated UC levels in all the organs, liver disease, pulmonary dysfunction, and neurodegeneration (57).

The hydrolysis of esterified cholesterol (EC) and triacylglycerols by LAL generates unesterified cholesterol, free fatty acids, and glycerol for cellular utilization (20). In humans, loss-of-function mutations in LIPA, the gene that encodes LAL, result in Wolman disease or cholesteryl ester storage disease (CESD). Whereas Wolman disease is a severe, early-onset illness caused by complete absence of LAL activity, CESD is a milder, later-onset disease resulting from partial LAL deficiency (22). Hepatomegaly and a massive increase in tissue EC levels are hallmark features of both disorders. A spontaneous rat model for Wolman disease was documented in 1990 (25). In 1998 Du et al. (13) described the first mouse model for CESD. A more detailed description of the phenotype of the lat−/− mouse was published in 2001 (14). This model has since been used for developing an enzyme replacement therapy for Wolman disease and CESD (12, 15, 49).

Although CESD is considered a rare disorder, there is a growing consensus that it may be underdiagnosed (3, 35, 43, 47). There is also expanding research into the causes and treatment of various forms of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (16, 27). These advances, together with evaluation of an enzyme replacement therapy for CESD in human subjects (1, 21), are driving interest in the type of animal model that is the focus of the present studies. Here we describe in quantitative terms how LAL deficiency in a mouse model impacts the major pathways that govern the entry and removal of cholesterol into and from the body sterol pool. Together, the data show that although essentially all organ systems are affected, events within the liver, particularly the rate of cholesterol synthesis, play a defining role in the progression of disease.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals and diets. Lat++/+ and lat−/− mice were generated from heterozygous breeding stock, all on an FVB/N strain background, that were kindly provided by Drs. Gregory Grabowski and Hong Du at the Children’s Hospital Research Foundation, Cincinnati, OH. The litters were weaned at 21 days and genotyped by using an ear notch. Primer sequences for the PCR method used were supplied by Dr. Du. Unless studied on the day of weaning, all mice were fed ad libitum a basal low-cholesterol, low-fat rodent chow diet (no. 7001, Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI). This formulation had an inherent cholesterol content of...
0.02% (wt/wt) and a crude fat content of not less than 4% (wt/wt). The age of the mice when studied varied widely depending on the objective of the study, but the bulk of the data were obtained from mice that were ~50 days old. This age point was selected partly because of our interest in comparing cholesterol metabolism data in a mouse model for CESD with those already documented for NPC1-deficient mice (npc1<sup>apolipoprotein</sup>) at that age (41, 42, 60). In nearly all experiments the mice were group housed in a light-cycled room and were studied in the fed state toward the end of the dark phase. In several experiments with mice before and after 50 days of age, body weights were recorded weekly. A subset of older mice was used for the measurement of life span. For these particular mice, in addition to weekly body weight measurement, their general physical condition, food intake and stool output were monitored daily. Together, these criteria were used to determine when euthanasia should be carried out. The total number of mice used for all studies combined was 343 (124 males, 219 females). All experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center.

**Rates of cholesterol synthesis in the liver, small intestine, other extrahepatic organs, and the whole animal.** These rates were measured in vivo by use of [3H]water as detailed elsewhere (46). In the first study, sterol synthesis was determined in multiple organs of 50-day-old mice. One hour after the mice were administered ~40 mCi of [3H]water intraperitoneally, the mice were anesthetized with iso-flurane and exsanguinated from the vena cava into a heparinized 1-ml syringe fitted with a 1-in., 23-G needle. The liver, small intestine, and other extrahepatic organs were removed, rinsed, blotted, and weighed. They were then saponified and the labeled sterols were extracted and quantitated as described (46). The rate of cholesterol synthesis in each organ was calculated as nanomoles of [3H]water incorporated into sterols per hour per gram wet weight of tissue. These rates were multiplied by organ weights to obtain synthesis in each organ (nmol·h<sup>-1</sup>·organ<sup>-1</sup>). In the second study, the rate of sterol synthesis in the whole liver, and in the entire remaining animal, was measured in mice at varying ages ranging from 21 to 165 days. For both the liver and the residual carcass, synthesis was expressed both per gram of liver and other organs, and the whole animal. These rates, expressed as milligrams per gram.

**Intestinal cholesterol absorption and rates of fecal neutral sterol and bile acid excretion.** The methods used for measuring these parameters and also fecal lipid content have been described in detail previously (46). For the fractional cholesterol absorption measurements, the stools were collected from individually housed mice over 3 days immediately following the intragastric dosing with labeled tracer sterols. These were [5,6-3H]sitosterol and [4-3H]cholesterol. Similarly, the rates of fecal neutral sterol and bile acid excretion were determined via a 3-day stool collection. Additional details for the neutral sterol assay using gas chromatography were described earlier (46). The dominant neutral sterol was unmetabolized cholesterol together with small amounts of coprostanol, epicoprostanol, and cholesterol. Fecal bile acid excretion rates were measured by an enzymatic method that was initially developed for hamster stools (52) and subsequently amended for use in mice (53). The rates of neutral sterol and bile acid excretion were expressed as the equivalent mass of cholesterol appearing as neutral or acidic sterols per animal per day.

**Relative mRNA expression analysis.** Aliquots of liver were quickly frozen in liquid nitrogen. mRNA levels were measured via a quantitative real-time PCR assay (55). The primer sequences used to measure RNA levels are given in several earlier publications (7, 28, 51, 54). All analyses were determined by the comparative cycle number at threshold method with cyclophilin as the internal control. The mRNA levels were normalized to cyclophilin and values for each lal<sup>−/−</sup> mouse were then expressed relative to that obtained for their matching lal<sup>+/+</sup> controls, which in each case were arbitrarily set at 1.0.

**Analysis of data.** All data are reported as means ± SE for the specified number of individual animals. GraphPad Prism 6 software (GraphPad, San Diego, CA) was used to perform all statistical analyses. Differences between means were tested for statistical significance (P < 0.05) by an unpaired Student’s t-test. For the life span study, statistical differences among Kaplan-Meier survival curves were determined by the Gehan-Breslow-Wilcoxon test and log-rank analysis.

**RESULTS**

**Age-related changes in body weight and liver mass are similar in male and female lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice but their life span is different.** As shown by the data for both males (Fig. 1A) and females (Fig. 1D), the body weight gain of the lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice did not become overtly different from that of their lal<sup>+/+</sup> controls until ~56 days after birth. Thereafter, the body weight curves for the two types of mice became increasingly divergent, with those deficient in LAL showing little or no weight gain up to 168 days of age. At the time of weaning there was no clear genotypic difference in liver weights, but by ~50 days of age the mass of liver tissue in both male (Fig. 1B) and female (Fig. 1E) lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice was about double that in their lal<sup>+/+</sup> controls. From that point the liver weight in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice continued to increase at a rapid rate in both the males and females. In the 168-day-old mutant mice, the relative liver weight in both the males (Fig. 1C) and females (Fig. 1F) was at least 4.5-fold greater than in lal<sup>+/+</sup> mice at that age, with 20% or more of the...
body mass being accounted for by the liver. These data prompted the calculation of body weights, excluding the liver, of mice at different ages (Table 1). Unlike their lal+/+ counterparts, the lal−/− mice showed no gain in the mass of their nonhepatic tissues from ~50 days onward. The massive hepatomegaly characteristic of lal−/− mice, previously documented (13, 14), is clearly seen in Fig. 1, G and H. In the 170-day-old male, the liver accounted for 22.5% of body weight, whereas in the 520-day-old female it represented 17.0% of body mass being accounted for by the liver. These data prompted the calculation of body weights, excluding the liver, of mice at different ages (Table 1). Unlike their lal+/+ counterparts, the lal−/− mice showed no gain in the mass of their nonhepatic tissues from ~50 days onward. The massive hepatomegaly characteristic of lal−/− mice, previously documented (13, 14), is clearly seen in Fig. 1, G and H. In the 170-day-old male, the liver accounted for 22.5% of body weight, whereas in the 520-day-old female it represented almost 35% of body mass. The median life span for a total of 39 lal−/− mice was 355 days. However, as shown in Fig. 1I, not only did the life span of these mice vary over a wide range, but the median age at death for the females (377 days) significantly exceeded that of their male counterparts (308 days) (P < 0.05).

Young adult lal−/− mice exhibit marked histological changes and magnified levels of mRNA expression for CD68, cytokines, and cell surface proteins in their livers, as well as elevated plasma alanine aminotransferase activities. At the relatively young age of 50 days, marked histological changes were evident in the livers of the LAL-deficient mice (Fig. 2A). Hematoxylin and eosin-stained paraffin sections of the liver from an lal+/+ mouse (Fig. 2Aa) demonstrate well-preserved hepatocytes containing normal, amphophilic

Table 1. Body weights of male and female lal+/+ and lal−/− mice at different ages after subtraction of liver weight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age, days</th>
<th>lal+/+</th>
<th>lal−/−</th>
<th>lal+/+</th>
<th>lal−/−</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19–22</td>
<td>10.0 ± 1.16 (n = 6)</td>
<td>10.3 ± 0.46 (n = 7)</td>
<td>10.1 ± 0.34 (n = 6)</td>
<td>9.4 ± 0.33 (n = 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49–52</td>
<td>25.8 ± 0.65 (n = 6)</td>
<td>23.1 ± 0.69 (n = 6)</td>
<td>20.9 ± 0.3 (n = 6)</td>
<td>19.7 ± 0.58 (n = 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68–72</td>
<td>26.8 ± 0.66 (n = 5)</td>
<td>22.6 ± 0.63 (n = 6)</td>
<td>22.4 ± 0.4 (n = 9)</td>
<td>21.0 ± 0.51 (n = 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160–170</td>
<td>38.4 ± 0.7 (n = 3)</td>
<td>24.7 ± 1.3 (n = 3)</td>
<td>26.8 ± 1.25 (n = 5)</td>
<td>21.8 ± 0.75 (n = 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>240–260</td>
<td>37.6 ± 1.64 (n = 3)</td>
<td>21.5 ± 2.21 (n = 3)</td>
<td>26.8 ± 0.42 (n = 3)</td>
<td>20.3 ± 1.04 (n = 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405–425</td>
<td>40.8 (n = 2)</td>
<td>19.7 (n = 2)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. Age-related changes in the body and liver weights of lal+/+ and lal−/− mice and illustration of massive liver enlargement and measurement of life span in lal−/− mice. Body weight data (A and D) were obtained from large numbers of male and female mice over the age span of 21 to 168 days. Liver weight data (B, C, E, and F) were derived from mice at different ages that were used in various metabolic studies. Hepatomegaly characteristic of lal−/− mice shown in male (G) and female (H) specimens. Values are means ± SE of data from a minimum of 5 mice at every time point. For the life span study (I) there was a total of 39 lal−/− mice (18 females, 21 males).
Fig. 2. Liver histology, lipid and triacylglycerol content, and mRNA expression levels for markers of macrophage presence, cytokines, and cell surface proteins in 49- to 52-day-old lal+/+ and lal−/− mice. These various parameters were measured as described. Additionally, plasma ALT activities were determined in mice of both genotypes at 50, 70, and 140 days of age. For the data in B and E, the measurements were in female mice. The liver histology (A), and triacylglycerol content (C) and mRNA expression analyses (D) were done in males. H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; ALT, alanine aminotransferase. Measurement bars in A equal 100 μm. The data in B, C, D, and E are means ± SE of data from 4–6 mice of each genotype. *Significantly different from value for matching lal+/+ controls (P < 0.05).

cytoplasm. No inflammatory infiltrates are present. Oil Red O stained cryostat sections of the wild-type liver (Fig. 2Ac) reveal scanty accumulations of lipid within the cytoplasm of hepatocytes, predominantly in the midzonal and periportal regions (arrow). In contrast, the cytoplasm of the hepatocytes from a matching lal−/− mouse (Fig. 2Ab) has a pale, vesicular appearance caused by lipid accumulation. In addition, the liver contains multiple collections of foamy, lipid-laden macrophages (arrows). Oil Red O-stained cryostat sections of the lal−/− liver (Fig. 2Ad) reveal a massive increase in cytoplasmic lipid throughout the organ. More detailed histology for the liver and other organs in lal−/− mice at different ages has been described earlier by Du et al. (13, 14). The histological changes in the liver of the lal−/− mice are consistent with the marked elevation found in their hepatic total lipid (Fig. 2B) and total triacylglycerol content (Fig. 2C), both of which were elevated more than threefold. Even more dramatic were the changes in the relative mRNA expression levels for a constellation of genes that serve as markers for macrophage presence, cell signaling, and inflammation (Fig. 2D). The mRNA level for CD68 (CD68 antigen, also known as macrosialin) was elevated 29-fold in the lal−/− livers, indicating a marked rise in the number of macrophages present. Among the cytokines and chemokines, the mRNA levels for MIP-1α [chemokine (c-c motif) ligand 3], TNF-α (tumor necrosis factor alpha), IL-12 (interleukin 12), and Cxcl1 [chemokine (c-x-c motif) ligand 1] showed the greatest increases ranging from 14- to 105-fold, but significant rises in the mRNA levels for IL-6 (interleukin 6) and Spp1 (secreted phosphoprotein 1) were also evident. For the cell surface proteins, modest but significant increases in mRNA levels were observed for CD69 (CD69 antigen), MAC1 (integrin alpha M), and TLR4 (Toll-like receptor 4) and pronounced increases for CD11c (integrin alpha x, 160-fold), a marker of type M1 macrophages, and CD14 (CD14 antigen, 43-fold), a marker of liver injury. Accompanying all of these changes in the lal−/− mice was a marked increase in their plasma ALT activity (Fig. 2E). At 50, 70, and 140 days of age this was elevated nearly 10-, 17-, and 22-fold, respectively, in the mutant mice compared with matching lal+/+ controls.
Young adult lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice manifest dramatic increases in tissue esterified cholesterol levels in their livers and multiple extrahepatic organs. The data in Fig. 3A illustrate the pronounced increase in the EC concentrations in multiple organs of 50-day-old lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice. The magnitude of increase was most evident in the liver (~100-fold) and spleen (~35-fold) and least in the adrenals (1.9-fold), which normally contain much more EC than other organs. For the small intestine, testes, and lungs, the EC levels increased ~15-, 8-, and 6-fold, respectively. In the kidneys the increase was ~6-fold (data not shown). The total cholesterol concentration in the small intestine continued to rise in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice as they aged, with this reflecting almost entirely an expanding presence of EC (Fig. 3B). Comparable findings including age-related histological changes in the small intestine were described earlier by Du et al. (14).

LAL deficiency leads to an increased rate of cholesterol synthesis in multiple organs, most particularly in the liver. The data in Fig. 4 show the impact of LAL deficiency on the relative weights of the small intestine and spleen increased significantly in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice (Fig. 4A). In many of the organs, as anticipated from the tissue EC and UC concentration data for 50-day-old male mice (Fig. 3A), the total cholesterol content (mg/organ) was significantly elevated (Fig. 4B). The cholesterol synthesis rate (also expressed per whole organ) was significantly increased in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice in multiple organs, particularly the liver which was elevated 10.2-fold compared with the rate in the lal<sup>+/+</sup> controls (Fig. 4C). This marked genotypic difference in whole liver synthesis resulted from the combination of a 4.6-fold higher rate of synthesis per gram of liver, together with 2.2-fold greater liver mass in the LAL-deficient mice. For the lungs, kidneys, and spleen, the corresponding fold differences for whole organ synthesis in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> vs. lal<sup>+/+</sup> were 3.8, 2.7, and 7.3, respectively. Although the data are not presented, the cholesterol content and synthesis rate in the entire residual carcass were also measured, thus allowing for the calculation of both whole animal cholesterol content and rate of synthesis. Expressed as milligrams per mouse, the whole animal cholesterol content of the lal<sup>−/−</sup> and lal<sup>+/+</sup> mice was 210 ± 9 and 50 ± 1, respectively (P < 0.05). The matching values for whole animal cholesterol synthesis (nmol·h<sup>−1</sup>·mouse<sup>−1</sup>) were 9,747 ± 320 vs. 2,897 ± 269, in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> and lal<sup>+/+</sup> mice, respectively (P < 0.05). Unlike the rate of sterol synthesis, that for fatty acid synthesis in the liver (μmol·h<sup>−1</sup>·g<sup>−1</sup>) did not show a genotypic difference when expressed per gram of tissue (28.1 ± 1.8 in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice vs. 30.3 ± 2.9 in their lal<sup>+/+</sup> controls). On a whole liver basis, fatty acid synthesis in the lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice exceeded that in their lal<sup>+/+</sup> littermates by 2.1-fold (P < 0.05) (data not shown).

Age-related increase in whole animal cholesterol synthesis and content in lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice is accounted for almost entirely by the high rate of cholesterol synthesis and expanded cholesterol content in the liver. The striking genotypic difference in whole liver cholesterol synthesis found in the 50-day-old mice (Fig. 4C) prompted the measurement of the synthesis rate in the livers of mice at 21, 98, and 165 days. These data, along with

![Fig. 3. Concentrations of esterified cholesterol (EC) and unesterified cholesterol in multiple organs of lal<sup>+/+</sup> and lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice. The tissue cholesterol concentration data in various organs (A) are for 50-day-old male mice, whereas those specifically for the small intestine (B) are for female mice in the age range of 21–274 days. Values are means ± SE of data from 6 mice of each genotype (A), and from a minimum of 5 animals in each group (B), except at 52 days when there were 4 mice of each genotype, and also at 274 days when there were only 3 lal<sup>−/−</sup> mice. *Significantly different from value for matching lal<sup>+/+</sup> controls (P < 0.05).](http://ajpgi.physiology.org/ Downloaded from by 10.220.32.247 on June 25, 2017)
those for the 50-day-old mice, are shown in Fig. 5A. All values are presented as nanomoles per hour per gram wet weight of liver. The greatest genotypic difference was seen at 21 days where the value for the \(lal^{+/-}/H11002\) mice was 20-fold greater than in their \(lal^{+/-}/H11001\) littermates. Although the ingestion of milk over the preceding 21 days had a suppressive effect on hepatic sterol synthesis in the \(lal^{+/-}/H11001\) mice, this was clearly not the case in their LAL-deficient littermates. The rates of cholesterol synthesis in all the nonhepatic organs combined for these same mice are shown in Fig. 5B. Compared with those for the liver, these rates, particularly in the \(lal^{+/-}\) mice, were much lower. Nevertheless, at all four ages, the rate in the LAL-deficient mice was significantly higher than in their matching \(lal^{+/-}\) controls. The data in Fig. 5, A and B, together with the corresponding weights for the liver and remaining organs combined, were used to calculate the rate of whole animal cholesterol synthesis and the fraction of it that occurred in the liver (Fig. 5C). This fraction is denoted by the cross hatching within each histogram. In the 21-day-old, newly weaned \(lal^{+/-}\) mice, the liver accounted for 44.8 ± 1.6% of whole animal synthesis compared with only ~6% in their \(lal^{+/-}\) littermates. At 50 and 165 days, the proportion of whole body synthesis occurring in the liver of the mutants increased to 68.2 ± 1.3 and 79.6 ± 0.3%, respectively. In the \(lal^{+/-}\) mice, whole body cholesterol synthesis after weaning stayed relatively constant, with the bulk of cholesterol synthesis occurring in the peripheral organs. Whole animal cholesterol content
and the proportion of it within the liver were determined in the same mice used for the sterol synthesis measurements. As shown by the data in Fig. 5D, the age-related changes and genotypic differences in these contents followed a remarkably similar pattern to that seen for the cholesterol synthesis data. For example, in the 50-day and 165-day-old mutants, the proportion of whole body cholesterol contained within the liver was 63.3 ± 1.4 and 74.0 ± 0.9%, respectively. At an additional time point of 384 days, almost 80% of the cholesterol was in the liver. In contrast, across all ages, the proportion of whole animal cholesterol content present in the livers of the lal+/+ mice remained constant at ~5 to 7%.

Young adult lal−/− mice manifest a moderate increase in fecal neutral sterol excretion but no change in fractional cholesterol absorption, fecal lipid content, or bile acid excretion. In separate groups of 50-day-old male and female mice, various other parameters of cholesterol metabolism were measured that focused on determining how LAL deficiency might impact the main pathways that dictate the entry and disposition of cholesterol through the gastrointestinal tract. As shown in Fig. 6, within sex, there were no discernible differences between the lal−/− and lal+/+ mice in body weight (Fig. 6A), daily stool output (Fig. 6B), fecal lipid content (Fig. 6C), or fractional cholesterol absorption (Fig. 6D). However, fecal neutral sterol excretion rates in the lal−/− mice were significantly higher (P < 0.05) than in their sex-matched lal+/+ controls (Fig. 6E). Fecal bile acid excretion rates did not show a genotypic difference (Fig. 6F). These data were in turn used to address the critical question of what happened to all the additional cholesterol synthesized in the LAL-deficient mice. From the whole animal body cholesterol content data for the 50-day-old mice (Fig. 5D), it can be calculated that, since birth, the whole body cholesterol pool in the lal−/− and lal+/+ mice expanded at a rate of 4.2 and 1.0 mg per animal per day, respectively. Thus the daily net sequestration rate of cholesterol in the mutant mice averaged ~3.2 mg per animal per day. This was not attributable to a genotypic difference in the amount of cholesterol entering the body pool through the intestinal absorption pathway because fractional cholesterol absorption was essentially the same in the lal−/− and lal+/+ mice (Fig. 6D). To obtain a broad estimate of the daily rate of whole body cholesterol synthesis, we used the data for the 21- and 50-day-old mice (Fig. 5C), together with the conversion factors given in MATERIALS AND METHODS for determining amounts of cholesterol generated from the rates of incorporation of [3H]water into sterols. The difference in the rate of synthesis between the lal−/− and lal+/+ mice, based on the data for these two time points, amounted to 3.7 mg·day−1·animal−1. This exceeds the amount of cholesterol being sequestered (3.2 mg·animal−1·day−1) in the LAL-deficient mice by ~0.5 mg·animal−1·day−1. However, this is the same amount of extra sterol excreted daily in the feces by the female lal−/− mice (Fig. 6E).
LAL deficiency results in marked changes in the mRNA expression level for multiple genes involved in regulating hepatic lipid metabolism. The metabolic data for the liver prompted the measurement of the relative level of expression of mRNA for a constellation of genes that play key roles in intrahepatic sterol and fatty acid metabolism (Fig. 7). These measurements were made in 50-day-old male $lal^{-/-}$ mice and their matching $lal^{+/+}$ controls. As anticipated, there was essentially no detectable mRNA for LIPA (Fig. 7A). The mRNA level for NPC2 (Fig. 7B) was elevated nearly fourfold whereas that for NPC1 (Fig. 7C) was unchanged. Consistent with the high rate of hepatic cholesterol synthesis in the $lal^{-/-}$ mice, their livers had moderate increases in mRNA levels for SREBP2 (Fig. 7D), HMG CoA SYN (Fig. 7E), and HMG CoA RED (Fig. 7F). In the case of ABCA1 (Fig. 7G), the mRNA level was unchanged whereas for both ABCG5 (Fig. 7H) and ABCG8 (Fig. 7I) it was reduced by at least 50%. SOAT2 (Fig. 7J) mRNA levels were unchanged. The marked increases in mRNA for SOAT1 (Fig. 7K) and ABCG1 (Fig. 7L) are consistent with the elevated level of mRNA for the macrophage marker, CD68 (Fig. 2D). For the transcription factor SREBP1c (Fig. 7M), the mRNA level was reduced by ~60% in the $lal^{-/-}$ mice, whereas there was no discernable change in the level for either ACCa (Fig. 7N) or SCD1 (Fig. 7O).

DISCUSSION

The present experiments extend the earlier work of Du et al. (13, 14), who described the development and major features of this model for CESD. Those formative studies were conducted on mice that were of a mixed 129/Sv:CF-1 background, whereas for the present experiments all mice were of the FVB/N strain. A comparison of the features of the $lal^{-/-}$ mice described here with those reported for the mutants on the 129/Sv:CF-1 background shows their phenotypes to be essentially identical. In each case the most striking feature of the mutants was their massive hepatomegaly and profound increase in liver EC content. The detailed pathology described by Du et al. for multiple organs in this model, particularly the liver, is complemented by the extensive mRNA data presented here (Figs. 2D and 7, K and L), which together attest to the marked level of inflammation and macrophage presence in the livers of 50-day-old $lal^{-/-}$ mice. The hepatocellular injury stemming from all of those adverse changes was reflected in a pronounced rise in plasma ALT activity, which continued to increase as the mutants aged (Fig. 2E).

Two other notable features of this mouse model, irrespective of strain background, are noteworthy. One is its dramatic change in body composition, apart from the enlargement of the liver, spleen, and small intestine. The other is its remarkable longevity. As documented by Du et al. (14), $lal^{-/-}$ mice show increasing loss of adipose tissue as they age, even though their caloric intake, relative to body weight, was found to marginally exceed that of their $lal^{+/+}$ controls, at least at 4 mo of age. Despite the severity of their disease, the LAL-deficient mice have a surprisingly long life span. In the present studies, the $lal^{-/-}$ mice for both sexes combined had a median life span of 355 days (range was from 169 to 621 days). Our finding that the $lal^{-/-}$ females had a significantly longer life span than $lal^{-/-}$ males was unexpected because there were no clear sex-related differences in the measures of disease severity, in particular liver dysfunction, that were assessed. The life span of $lal^{-/-}$ mice far exceeds that of various mouse models for NPC1 deficiency (34, 39, 42). This in itself defines how different the consequences are when nearly all the excess cholesterol sequestered in the E/L compartment of every cell is...
levels were normalized against the housekeeping gene cyclophilin and cholesterol (UC) and EC levels in multiple organs (Fig. 3).

Fig. 7. Relative mRNA levels for multiple genes in the livers of 50-day-old male lal+/+ and lal−/− mice. The livers used for these analyses were derived from the same mice used for the measurement of unesterified cholesterol (UC) and EC levels in multiple organs (Fig. 3A). The mRNA levels were normalized against the housekeeping gene cyclophilin and arithmetically adjusted to yield a unit of 1.0 for lal+/+ controls. The names of the genes studied are as follows: LIPA, lysosomal acid lipase (LAL); NPC2, Niemann-Pick type C2; NPC1, Niemann-Pick type C1; SREBP2, sterol regulatory element-binding protein-2; HMG CoA SYN, hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA synthase; HMG CoA RED, hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase; ABCA1, ATP-binding cassette A1; ABCG5, ATP-binding cassette G5; ABCG8, ATP-binding cassette G8; ABCG1, ATP-binding cassette G1; SOAT1, sterol O-acyltransferase 1 (ACAT1); SOAT2, sterol O-acyltransferase 2 (ACAT2); SREBP1c, sterol regulatory element-binding protein-1c; ACCa, acetyl-CoA carboxylase; SCD1, steroyl-CoA desaturase 1. Values are means ± SE of data for 6 mice of each genotype. *Significantly different from value for matching lal+/+ controls (P < 0.05).

Using 2-hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin for UC mobilization continues to be explored (56).

In evaluating the biochemical and metabolic data generated in the present studies, a point regarding how they were normalized warrants emphasis. Traditionally, whole body cholesterol metabolism measurements in most models, and certainly in humans, are normalized per kilogram body weight. For LAL-deficient mice, this approach can be used up until they reach ~50 days of age. However, after that the increasing divergence in the body weights of the mutant and wild-type mice means quantitative comparisons of metabolic parameters between them could be distorted if data were normalized per kilogram body weight instead of being expressed per whole animal. This applied particularly to the data from old lal−/− mice and their age-matched lal+/+ controls. For individual organ systems, most of the data were expressed on a whole organ basis and not per gram of tissue largely because of the genotypic differences in organ weight, particularly for the liver.

The tissue cholesterol content and synthesis data presented here provide important new insights into how the global deficiency of LAL and the consequent sequestration of unbridled amounts of EC by tissues throughout the body result in a dramatic compensatory upregulation of cholesterol synthesis, mainly in the liver, that in turn drives disease progression. For the tissue cholesterol concentration data (mg/g) in the lal−/− mice, several points should be made in comparing the degree of increase in EC levels among the different organs (Fig. 3A). One is that in LAL-deficient mice, the liver might reasonably be expected to show the greatest increase in EC levels given that, not only is it the principal site of clearance of low-density lipoproteins (LDL) and very low density lipoprotein remnants, but it also receives all of the chylomicron cholesterol that originates in the small intestine (8, 10, 17). In these various classes of lipoprotein particles, the bulk of the cholesterol is esterified (5). Hence, in the absence of functional LAL, large amounts of EC would be expected to become sequestered in the E/L compartment of hepatocytes, in addition to the EC contained within macrophages reaching the liver from other sites. In one case of a young adult CESD patient, the hepatic EC concentration was 94.6 mg/g vs. only ~1 mg/g in healthy subjects (26, 48). In the 50-day-old lal−/− mice it was 48.4 mg/g (Fig. 3A).

Just as the liver and spleen manifest the greatest increase in UC concentration in NPC1 deficiency (32, 59), this was also the case for EC sequestration in the lal−/− mice at 50 days of age. Although the increase in EC levels in the small intestine of these mice also was very pronounced (Fig. 3B), the amount of EC present in this organ at any age cannot be taken as a true measure of its cumulative entrapment because of continual sloughing of cells from the mucosal surface (31). The fold increase in the EC concentration in the testes of the lal−/− mice was much greater than it was in their adrenal glands, but this largely reflected the fact that the bulk of adrenal cholesterol is ordinarily esterified as shown by the values for the lal+/+ mice. Although the lung phenotype in the LAL-deficient mouse has been described in detail (29, 30), the EC concentration data for this organ (Fig. 3A) appear to be the first quantitative measure of how much the cholesterol level in pulmonary tissue rises in the young adult lal−/− mouse. The studies by Du et al. found that the plasma total cholesterol concentration did not a show...
a genotypic difference (13, 14). Nevertheless, the mutant mice did manifest a shift in lipoprotein composition, with an increase in the level of cholesterol in the LDL fraction (14). That finding was consistent with the dyslipidemia that has been documented in patients with CESD (43).

The cholesterol synthesis data show that just as the highest degree of EC sequestration resulting from LAL deficiency was seen in the liver, this was also the organ where most of the compensatory increase in sterol biosynthesis occurred. The dramatic elevation in hepatic cholesterol synthesis, which was not accompanied by any change in the rate of fatty acid synthesis per gram of liver, was clearly driven by a profound deficit in the supply of lipoprotein-derived cholesterol to the metabolically active pool in the cytosolic compartment of the hepatocytes. The markedly lower mRNA expression levels of ABCG5 (Fig. 7H) and ABCG8 (Fig. 7I) are, in themselves, a clear measure of this deficit. Nevertheless, the additional cholesterol synthesized within the liver was sufficient to maintain normal rates of bile acid synthesis given that fecal acidic sterol excretion was far less than the quantity of newly synthesized cholesterol that became entrapped daily as ester in the E/L compartment. On the basis of the rates of whole animal cholesterol synthesis and sequestration that were determined in the mutants up to 50 days of age, ~80% of newly synthesized cholesterol ultimately became sequestered.

The finding that in the small intestine of the lal−/− mice there was only a modest increase in sterol synthesis, but a marked rise in tissue EC content, warrants comment. Ordinarily, most of the cholesterol requirement of enterocytes is met through the uptake of sterol from luminal sources via the NPC1L1-mediated pathway, which does not involve the E/L compartment (23, 58). When this pathway is disrupted by the sterol absorption inhibitor, ezetimibe, there is a marked compensatory increase in intestinal cholesterol synthesis (45). In the mouse at least, comparatively little cholesterol in the small intestine is derived from the clearance of LDL (38). Hence, in LAL-deficient mice one would expect only a small increase in intestinal cholesterol synthesis to compensate for the entrapment of LDL-derived EC. Indeed, this was found to be the case (Fig. 4C). The origin of the EC in the small intestine of lal−/− mice as they age becomes less clear because of the increasing presence of EC-laden macrophages (14).

Several of the findings for the LAL-deficient mouse parallel those already documented for a mouse model of NPC1 deficiency. However, in that disorder neither the level of sequestration of cholesterol nor the compensatory increase in hepatic cholesterol synthesis is as pronounced as in lal−/− mice. For example, in npc1−/− mice (on a BALB/c background) at 49 days of age, the whole animal sterol pool expands to 107 ± 3 mg/animal compared with 52 ± 2 mg/animal in their npc1+/+ controls (42). This represents a daily sequestration rate in the NPC1 mutants of ~1.1 mg per animal per day (32, 59). In the 50-day-old lal−/− mice, the entrapment rate of EC amounts to 3.2 mg of sterol per animal per day. The substantially higher rates of cholesterol sequestration in the LAL- vs. NPC1-deficient mice cannot be attributed to strain differences because we have made such measurements recently in lal−/− mice on a BALB/c background and found essentially the same cholesterol pool sizes in the liver and whole animal as were obtained for the LAL-deficient mice on an FVB background (A. Lopez, K. Posey, and S. Turley, unpublished observations). In npc1−/− mice, compared with matching npc1+/+ controls, the rate of cholesterol synthesis in the whole liver and whole animal is elevated by twofold at most (32, 59). In lal−/− vs. lal+/+ mice at 50 days of age, the increase in sterol synthesis is substantially more than twofold, especially for the liver (Fig. 5A). This difference is consistent with the greater level of sterol entrapment and perceived cellular cholesterol deficit in the lal−/− mice than in their npc1−/− counterparts. As previously discussed, the greater sequestration rates in the lal−/− mice might reflect the fact that EC is contained within the lysosomal lumen, whereas in the case of UC its ability to interact with other lipids in the membranes of the E/L compartment, and to diffuse through such membranes, may facilitate the exit of some UC (41). The possibility of such leakage has been previously raised by Peake and Vance (40).

The exceptionally high rates of sterol synthesis in the lal−/− mice raise the question of how they might respond to statin treatment. Unfortunately, given the evidence that statins increase the rate of hepatic cholesterol synthesis in mice (7), little would be gained from such a study. There are reports of CESD patients being given statin therapy alone and in combination with ezetimibe primarily for management of their dyslipidemia (18, 19, 43, 50). In the mouse model described here, ezetimibe treatment alone markedly reduced hepatic EC levels and improved liver function (6). This finding raises the question of how genetic deletion of the intestinal sterol transporter Niemann-Pick C1 Like 1, which is the target of ezetimibe, or of the cholesterol esterifying enzyme, sterol O-acyltransferase 2, in the LAL-deficient mouse might impact disease progression in this model (24, 36). The ultimate strategy, however, for treatment of CESD is enzyme replacement therapy that has been developed (1, 21). Several studies in the mouse CESD model have demonstrated remarkable efficacy of enzyme replacement therapy including in animals with advanced disease (12, 15, 49).

Finally, of the many potential uses for the LAL-deficient mouse, one might be to apply it to learning more about the pathogenesis of lipid malabsorption in this disorder. In the present studies fecal lipid content was unchanged in the lal−/− mice. However, these measurements were made in mice at a relatively early stage of disease that had been maintained on a low-fat chow diet. A case report of lipid malabsorption in a CESD patient (11) suggests that detailed lipid absorption measurements in older LAL-deficient mice fed lipid-rich diets are warranted.
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